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ON THE RESIDUAL TRANSCEDENTAL EXTENSIONS

OF A VALUATION. KEY POLYNOMIALS

AND AUGMENTED VALUATION

By

LilianaPopescu and Nicolae Popescu

Let K be a fieldand v a valuation on K. The problem of extending v to

K(X) (the fieldof rational functions of one inderminate) has been previously-

considered in some works as [7] and [10]. Particularlyin [7], MacLane studied

the case when v is discrete and rank one. In solving the problem in this case,

MacLane used some notions as key polynomial and augmented valuation.

An extension w of v to K(X) is called residual transcendental (briefly,an

r.t. extension) if the residue fieldof if is a transcendental extension of the

residue field of v (MacLane called these extensions "inductive value"). Some

aspects of r.t. extensions have been considered in [5, Ch. VI], [9], [1], [2], [3]

and [11]. Particularly in [2] and [11] all r.t. extensions of v to K(X) were

described using the notion of "minimal pair" (see definition in Section 1).

Although in [3] some results on minimal pairs were given, the problem of

finding minimal pairs in the general setting seems to be difficult.

In this work we follow, for arbitrary r.t. extensions, MacLane's ideas of

key polynomial and augmented valuation and show that these give a powerful

tool in the study of all extensions of v to K{X). In particular, the key poly-

nomials over an r.t. extension give us the possibility of defining some new

minimal pairs (Theorem 5.1).

Now we briefly describe the content of the paper. Section 1 contains nota-

tion, definitionsand the main results from [2] and [11], Theorem 1.2 and some

consequences of this theorem will be used in this paper.

In section 2, we give some technical results related to the domination of

valuations on K(X), which was alsointroduced by MacLane in [7]. This notion

has been used in [4] to describe all valuations on K{X)). In Section 3 (after

MacLane [7]) key polynomial and augmented valuation are defined.

The key polynomials over an r.t. extension are studied in Section 4. The

main results are given in Theorems 4.4 and 4.6. We remark that Theorem 4.6
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and the proof are inspired by MacLane's work [7].

In Section 5 it is proved that a ("comensurable") augmented valuation over

a given r.t. extension is also an r.t. extension (Theorem 5.1). By thistheorem

we can define new minimal pairs, starting from a given one. Theorem 5.5

shows how the augmented valuations are closely related to the domination.

Finally in Section 6, using the results of previous sections, we give another

proof of a result which asserts that there exist r.t. extensions with given

residue fieldand value group (Theorem 6.4, see [3, Theorem 4.4]).

In a forthcoming paper we will use the results developed here to study all

valuations on K{X) and related topics.

1. Notations and definitions

In this section we recall notations, definitionsand the main results of [2]

and [11] (see Theorem 1.2), which will be used in the rest of thispaper. Also

some new consequences of Theorem 1.2 are given.

1. Let K be a fieldand v a valuation on K. We sometimes emphasize this

situation saying that (K, v) is a valuation pair. Gv, Ov, kv and pv: Ov―>kv

represent the value group of v, the valuation ring of v, its residue fieldand the

residue homomorphism, respectively. If xeOt., we usually write by x* the

image pv(x) of x in kv. We refer the reader to [5], [6], [12], [13] for general

notions and definitions.

Let K'IK be an extension of fields. A valuation v' on K' will be called

an extension of v if v'(x)=v(x) for all xeK When v' is an extension of v,

we shall identify canonically kv with a subfield of kv> and Gv with a subgroup

of G≪.

Throughout this paper, we fix a valuation pair (K, v), an algebraic closure

K of K and an extension v of y to /C. Then k^=kv an algebraic closure of kv

and Gv=Gv=QGv, i.e. G,, is the smallest divisible group which contains Gv.

As usual we denote by K[X~＼ and K(X) the polynomial ring and the field

of rational functions of an indeterminate X over K, respectively. If r=f/g,

f, g^.K＼_X~＼and /, g are relatively prime, we define the order of r by the

equality: ord r=max(deg/, degg). It is easy to see that ordr―[_K(X): K(r)'].

2. Let w be an extension of v to K{X). According to [8] (see also [1] and

[2]), w is called a residual transcendental (r.t.)-extension of v if kw/kv is a

transcendental extension. An element (a, d) of KxGv is usually called a />azr.

If (a, d) is a pair, we define the valuation wia,d> of K(X)(see [5, Ch. VI, par.
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10]:

wCa,8^f)―inf(v<iai)+id) when f(x)=ao + a1(x ―a)-＼ ＼-an(x―a)n<^K＼_X~＼.

Usually one says that icu,5) is defined by inf, v, a^K and d^Gv. It is

easy to see that w(a,≪is an r.t. extension of v to K(X)([5, Ch. VI, par. 10],

or niy

Proposition 1.1. ([1]). Every r.t. extension w of v to K{X) is of the form

iv = w<.a,d)for a suitablepair (a, 8). Moreover two pairs (c, 5) and (a', 5') define

the same valuation on K{X), i.e. w^ai^ = W(_a',5^,if and only if d―d' and v(a ―

A pair (a, d)^KxGv will be called minimal with respect to K if, for every

b^K such that [K(b): IQ<[K(a): K~＼,one has v(a-b)<8. In [2], [3], [4] and

[11] it is shown that the minimal pairs play a prominent part in the definition

and in the stndv of r.t. extensions.

Theorem 1.2.([2], [11]). Let w be an r.t. extensions of v to K{X). Then

there exists a pair {a, d), minimal with respect to K such that w coincides with

the restrictionof W(_a,s->to K{X). Moreover one has:

a) Denote by f the monk minimal polynomial of a with respect to K and

put T=w(f). Then

w(F)=inmFi(a))-Hr), where F=F0+F1f+-Flf(EKlXl,

deg Fi<n― deg/.

b) Let v be the restrictionof v to K(a). If e is the smallest natural number

such that eJ^Gv one has:

Gw ―G^+Zy and [Gw: Gv~]=e[_G^: Gv~＼.

c) Let h^K＼_X~＼. If degh<n=degf and w{h)=v{h{a))=e'jf=^ew(f), then

r=fe/h is the element of Ow of the smallest order such that r*£Ekw is trans-

cendental over kv.

d) The field kv can be canonicallyidentified with the algebraic closure of

h...in. k Moreover, on has k.,= kz(r*).

Notation 1.3. If w is an r.t. extension of v to K(X), a minimal pair (a, 8)

in the previous theorem is called a minimal pair of definition of if. In what

follows, for every r.t. extension w of v to K(X), we fix a minimal pair of

definition (a, d). Also, the symbols f, r, v, e, h, r and r* are used as in
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Theorem 1.2.

Now we give some consequences of Theorem 1.2, under the same notations

and the hypothesis.

Corollary 1.4. Icf. [3, Proposition 1.1]) Let Alt ･･■,As, Bu ■■･,Bt be

elements of K[X~＼such that deg^L<tt, and deg£?,･<≪ for all l<z"<s, i<j<t.

≫≫w. *>=≫<*■ ^ '*≪>=(te^r=(^^r-*.

Corollary 1.5. // g^K[_X~] satisfiesw(g)^G% then for q^K＼_X~＼such that

degq<n and that w{q)=v{q{a))=w{g)> (g/q)*<=k$[r*^. In particular,if w(g)―Q

and g*^kv, v(g(a))=0 and g*=(g(a))*.

Proof. Let g=go+gif-＼ Vgtf1 be the /-expansion of g with deggi<n,

O^iSt. Then, by definition w(g)=mf{v(gi(a))-＼-iy). Since w(g)£iGv,

v(ei(a))+ir>w(g)=w(q), if f^O(modg).

Since w(g)=w(q), one has u>(£i/Vo)^0, for all i. Hence w

w(1j^L^q becausew(^-)=w(rs)=O. Therefore,

hs fes＼
--£i->0 and

(g/q)*=(go/q)*+(geh/q)*r*+-(=ks＼:r*-].

Finally, if w(g)=O and g*^k%, then we may takeg=l, and one has necess

sarily that (geh)*=(g2eh2)*=~-=0- Hence g*=g*={g(a))*} as claimed.

Corollary 1.6. The assignement: F―>F*=pw(F) defines an onto ring

homomorphism pw: Owr＼K[X']->kv[.r*~].

Proof. According to Corollary 1.5,it is enough to show that there exists

FG/f[Z]nOm such that F*=r*. Indeed, take t^K＼_X~＼such that deg*<?t:

w(t)= v{Ka)) = -w(fe)=-w(h)=-vh(a)), and that (f/i)*= l. Then (tfe)* =

/ fe＼*1th-―) =(th)*r*=r*, as claimed.
＼ h /

3. Notation 1.7. Let G―Uo+u^-^ {-r*s be a monic polynomial oi

fes[>*]. For every i(0^i<s), choose a polynomial gi<^K[X~] such that deg^i<

n, ivigi^O and that g^=in. Let

A=8.+glr+ - +,.= M!±^"-;{'+ -+/".

Then A(=K(X), w(A)=Q, and ^4*=G. We shall say that the polynomial g=

goh'+g.h"-1/6^ h/se is a lifting in K＼X~＼of the polynomial G in &s[r*].
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2. Domination of r. t. extensions of v to K(X)

Let wu wt be two r.t. extensions of v to K(X). Let {ai} 80 be a minimal

pair of definition of wit 2= 1, 2. As in Notation 1.3,let ft be the monic minimal

polynomial of au with Ji―Wi{fO, Vi the restriction of v to K(a,i),ei the smallest

positive integer such that eiYi^Gvv hi<^K[_X~] the polynomial such that deg/zf

<nj=deg/j and that w(hi)=eji, ri=f＼i/hi. Let r%=pWi(ri), i~l, 2.

According to [7] (see also [4]), one says that w2 dominants wx (and written

by Wi<w2) if Wi(g)^wz(g) for all g^K＼_X~＼,and w1(G)<wz(G) for at least one

G^K[_X']. This inequality should be understood in G$ because GWl and GW2

are of finiteindex over Gv(see [1] or [2]).

If wx<w%, then 0Wir＼K＼J£~＼^=OW%C＼K[_X~＼and there exists a unique ring

homonorphism ip: ^c1[rf]-≫^s2[rf] such that the following diagram is com-

mutative :

oWlni^[Z] *o≪,2nii:m

(1)

＼ r

For the sake of simplicity we write pi―pWi, i=l, 2(cf. Corollary 1.6).

Proposition 2.1. Let wu w2 be two r.t. extensions of v such that wx<w2.

Consider the diagram (1), then

a) <p(y)i=0,whenever y<=kvv y^O,

b) Kerp^O,

c) <p(pl(F))=p2(F(a2)) for any F<=0WinKlX].

Proof, a) Clear because k^1 is a field.

b) Indeed, since Wi<w2> there exists g^K＼_X~＼ such that w1(g)<w2(g).

Let m be a positiveinteger such that w1(gm)=―v(b) for some b^K. Then

p1(bgm)^Q. On the other hand, p2(bgn)^(p(p1(bgm))=0> i.e. p1(bgm)^Ker(p.

c) Let F&0Wlr＼K[X']. Then w2(F)^w1(F)>0. According to b) it follows

that <p(p1(F))is algebraic over kv, so it belongs to k^r If wz(F)=0, (pip^F))―

p2(F)=p2(F(a2)) by Corollary 1.5. Assume that w2(F)>0. Write F=FO+FJ2+

･･･+Fr/L degFi<deg/B, 0^/^r. Then w2(F)^ u;2(i?o)= i;(Fo(a8))= u(F(a2)).

Hence (o(/o1(F))=/o2(F)=0=p2(F(a2)).
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Corollary 2.2. With the notationand hypothesisin Proposition 2.1, we have :

a) Wi(f2)<w2(f2) and nx^n2,

b) if h<^K＼X~＼and degh<nu V(h(a1))=v(h(a2)).

Proof, a) Let t be a natural number such that wx{fi)^=―v{b),b^K.

Then p^bf^^O. According to Proposition 2.1 c),<p(pi(bf2))~p2(bfi)=p2(bf2(a2))

=0. This means that w2{f2)>Wi(fz). Furthermore, since <p(pi(bft2))=Q,pi(bfl)

is transcendental over k%v Then, according to [3, Proposition 1.1], there exists

a root a2 of f2 such that (a2, 8i) is a pair of definitionof wu Now since (a1} 50

is a minimal pair of definition of wu ni=[/C(fli): /^]^n2=[i;C(G2): A"].

b) If /ze/f[Z] and degh<nx then, by definition of wu w1(h)=v(h(a1)).

Let s be a positive integer such that w1{hs)――v(b),b^K. Then w^bh'Y―O,

and 0^(bhs)*=p1(bhs)(Ekv1. Thus, according to Proposition 2.1 a), Q^(p{p,{bhs))

= p2(bhs). Hence iv2(bhs)=0 and w2(h)=v(h(a2)), because degh<nl<n2. It is

easy to check that w1{h)=v{h(Ka1))―w2{h)―v{h{a2)).

Remark 2.3. Now we make some remarks on the relation of domination

between r.t. extensions.

a) Let Wi=wCai,d^, i=l,2, be two r.t. extensions of v to K{X). In [4,

Proposition 2.1], it is proved that Wi<w% if and only if v(ax―a2)^8i and 8i_<

82. When K is not necessarily algebraically closed and wu w2 are two r.t.

extensions of v to K(X) such that w^<w2, we say that w2 well dominates wx if

there exist minimal pairs of definition(a*, 3*) of wt such that Wca1,d1^<wCa2,d2>

li is clear that if w2 well dominates wu then w2 dominates wx. Actually, we

do not know if in general the domination implies the well domination. However,

this is the case when v is Henselian or of rank one.

b) The relation of domination may be defined also between (not necessarily

flr.t.) extensions of v to K(X) in the same manner. It is easy to see that the

diagram (1) may be defined for any extensions wx and w2 of v to K(X＼.

However, the results in Proposition 2.1 and Corollary 2.2 are valid only when

uu and Wo are r.t. extensions.

3. Definitionsof key polynomials

1. Let (K, v) be a valuationpair. According to MacLane [7], one says

that two elements a, b^K are of the same order of magnitude or equivalentin

v and writes a~b (in v),when:

via―b)>v(a)―v(b).
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It is clear that ~ is an equivalence relation on K. Moreover, if a-^b and a'^b'

then aa'^bb'.

Let A be a suitablesubring of K. An element bcEA is said to be equivalence

divisiblein A by a e A relative to v when there exists c^A such that b-^ca (in

v). It is easy to see if a~a', 6~6', c~c' and ft~ca then b'^c'a'.

Let w be a valuation on K{X). According to [7], a key polynomial over

u; is a non-constant polynomial g(X)e.K"[X] which satisfiesthe following:

( i ) Irreducibility: If F, Gg/i[I] and FG is equivalence divisiblein K＼_X~＼

by g relative to w, then one of the factors is equivalence divisiblein K＼_X~＼

by g.

(ii) Minimal degree: Any non-zero polynomial equivalence divisible in

K[X~] by g has the degree in X not less than degg(X).

(iii) The leading coefficientof g is 1, i.e. g is monic.

A polynomial g with condition (i) is said to be equivalenceirreduciblein w.

Proposition 3.1. Let f<=K＼_X~＼be equivalence irreducible in w. Assume

that a product FG of polynomials in K＼_X~＼is equivalence divisibleby /＼ z'2>l,

and F is not equivalence divisibleby f. Then G is equivalence divisibleby fl.

The proof follows by induction over z and is left to the reader.

2. Let w be a valuation on K(X) and let g be a polynomial in K＼_X~＼.

Suppose an ordered group G contains Gw as an ordered subgroup and take pe

G. Then a new valuation Wi(F) may be defined as follows:

w1{F)^＼nt{w{Fi)+ij)

where F=F0+iT1^+ ･･･+F<,gs, degFKdegg, 0^/<s is the ^-expansion of Fe

iT[Z].

For the proof of the following result, we send the reader to [7; Theorems

4.2 and 5.11.

Theorem 3.2.(MacLane [7]) // g is a key polynomial over w and 7>io{g),

then the function wx defined above is also a valuation on K[_X~＼(andon K(X)),

which dominates w.

According to MacLane's terminology, wx will be called the augmented valua-

tion over w, associated with g and y. If y^QGw, i.e. there exists a positive

integer e=£Qsuch that eyt=Gw> we snail say that wx is a commensurable aug-

mented valuation.
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4. Key polynomials over r. t. extension

In this section we study key polynomials over an r.t. extension. The main

results are Theorems 4.4 and 4.6. We remark that Theorem 4.6 and its proof

are inspired by MacLane's work [7, Theorem 9.4].

Throughout this section w is an r.t. extension of v to K(X) and (a, d) is

a minimal pair of definitionof w. We use the notation in Notation 1.3.

Propsition 4.1. // F is a key polynomialover w, then degF^n.

Proof. It is enough to show thatif g^K[_X~＼is of degg<n then g cannot

be a key polynomial over w. Indeed, take q^K[_X~＼such that degq<n and

that w(g)Jriv(q)=0. Then by Corollary1.4,(gq)*<=k^. Hence there exists^e

if[X] with degf<n, such that w(t)=0, and that t*=(qg)*-＼ Therefore (tqg)*

=1 and so iu(tqg―l)>0. Hence the condition(ii)is not satisfiedby g.

Proposition 4.2. For g^K＼_X＼ let g=gf+g0, with deggo<n. The fol

lowing are equivalent:

a) g is equivalencedivisiblein K[_X~＼by /(relativeto w).

b) iv(g-qf)=w(go)>w(g).

Proof. The implication b)=}a) is obvious.

a)=}b) Suppose there exists q1^K＼_X'＼ such that wig―qif^wig). Then

w(gQ+(q―qi)f)>w(g). By definitionof w, it follows that w(g)<w(g0).

Assume that w(g)=w(g0). Then w((q―q1)f)=w(g0)^Gv. Let

(q-qOf=hif+ ･･･+htfl teght<n, l^i<t.

Then w((q―qi)f)='mf(v(hi(a))+ir). Since w((q-q1)f)<=Gi>

v(hi(a))+ir>w(g0)=w(.(q-Q1)f), if ^O(mode).

Hence w(l-(^f+-+^f
＼ W go

Thus 1 =

// V ＼g0J go h I)

/
h h ＼*

(――) /i*+ ･･･. But this equallity is impossible,
v go /

u /heh＼*because I ) , ･･･
^ go '

belongs to ky and r* is transcendental over &s. Therefore w(g)<w(g0) as

claimed.

Corollary 4.3. The polynomial f (used in the definition of w) is a key

polynomial over w.

Proof. We show that the conditions (i )-(iii)in the definition of a key
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polynomial are fulfilled.

( i) Let A, B<=K＼_X~＼be such that AB is equivalence divisiblerelative to

w by/. Let A=A'f+A0, degA0<n and B=B'f+B0, degB0<n. According

to Proposition 4.2, we must prove that w(A)<w(AQ) or w(B)<w(B0). Assume

that w(A)^w(A0) and w(B)^w(B0). If we write A0B0=Cf+C0 with deg C0<n,

then w(AB)^w(AoBo)=v(Ao(a)Bo(a))=v(Co(a))―w(Co). But this is a contradic-

tion. The condition (ii)results by Proposition 4.2 and (iii)is obvious.

Now we try to give a characterizationof key polynomials over w. Accord-

ing to Proposition4.1,we shalltreatkey polynomials of degree just n=deg/

and key polynomials whose degrees are greater than n separately.

Theorem 4.4. Let g<^K＼_X~]be a monic polynomial. Consider the following :

1) g is a key polynomial over w and equivalence divisibleby f.

2) g is a key polynomial over w and of degg=n=degf.

3) g is irreducible and there exists a root b of g such that (b, d) is also a

minimal pair of definitionof w.

Then we always have 1) =} 2) <=>3). Moreover, 2) =41) when y=w(f) does

not belong to G,-,.

Proof. 1)=}2) Let g―qf+g0, deg go<n. According to Proposition 4.2 b),

one has w(g―qf)=w(go)>w(g). Now since g is also a key polynomial, q or f

is equivalence divisibleby g. Being deg q< deg g, f is equivalence divisibleby

g. So deg/2gdegg. Hence deg/=deg^ by Proposition 4.1.

2) =3 3) By 2) one has g=f+g0, deggo<n. So w(g) = inf(w(f), w(g0))―

inffr, w(g0)). Thus w(g)^Y. Now we remark that w{g)=j. Assume w(g)<y.

Then w{f)=w{g―ga)―j>w{g). But this is impossible, because g is a key

polynomial over w and deg ffo<n=degfi-.

Let bu ･･･, bn be all roots of g in K and g=H(X―bt). We assert that
i=i

w(X―bi)^d for at least one index /(here w~W(_a,d->)-Indeed, assume that

v(a―bi)<d, l^i^Ln. Then

W(g)=*Ew(X-bi)=31＼nKd,v(a-bi))='2v(a-bi)=V(g(a)),
i i i

w(f)=w(g)=w(g)=v(g(a))=v(go(a))=w(go).

Then e=l, and we may choose h=go(see Theorem 1.2,c)). Therefore if

we put r―f/g0 then if(r)=0 and r* is transcendental over k^2. Consequently,

(g/go)*=r* + l is also transcendental over k%9. Hence by [3, Proposition 2.1],
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there exists a root b of ggo=0 such that (b, d) is a pair of definition of w.

Now since (a, d) is a minimal pair and deg go<n, it follows that go(b)=£Q. In

conclusion, one has necessarily g(b)=0 and v(b―a)^d. This is a contradiction.

3) =4 2) Since (6, 8) is also a minimal pair of definition of w, g is a key

polynomial over iy and degg=ceg/=n.

Now let us assume that y£G%. Then one has the implication 2) =41).

Indeed, we have remarked that w(g―f)=w(go)^w(f). Then, since w(go)(^G^,

w{g―f)>w{f), i.e. g is equivalence divisible by /.

Remark 4.5. Now we give an example which shows that the implication

2) =41) in Proposition 4.4 is not necessarily valid if T^G^. For that take an

algebraically closed field K and a, b^K such v{a―b)=8. Let w=ivCa,d> Then

(a, 8) and (b, 8) are both minimal pairs of definition of w.

Hence, X― a and X― b are both key polynomials over w. But since w(X― b)

-―v(a―b)=8, X―b is not equivalence divisiblein if [Z](with respect to w) by

X-a.

For key polynomials over w whose degrees are greater than n=deg/, one

has:

Theorem 4.6. Take g<=K＼_X~]such that degg->n=deg/ and consider the

f-expansion of g:

g=go+gif+ ･･･+gtfl, deggi<n, 0£i^t.

Then the following are equivalent:

1) g is a key polynomial over w.

2) g satisfiesthe following :

a) w(g)=w(g0),

/3) ?=0(modg), gt = l, and w(g)=w(ft)―sey,

J) g is equivalenceirreducible in w.

3) t―se, w(g)=sey, g is monic of degree tn and (g/hs)* is a monic and

irreducible polynomial of degree s in &s[r*] whose constant term is not zero.

Proof. 1)=)2). By definition of w, w{g)^w(gQ). If w(g)<w(g0), w{g―qf)

>w(g) for a suitable q of deg^<deg^. Hence q or / is equivalence divisible

by g. But this is impossible. Thus has w(g)=w(gQ).

Further, w(g)=iu(g0) shows that w(g)^.Gy. Now we note that w{g)=w{gtft).

Assume that w(g)<w(gtft). Then w(g―(go+ ･･･+gt-ift~1))>w(g). But thisis

also impossible, because g is a key polynomial over w. Hence two remarks

w{g)=w{gtft) and w(g)<^G% imply that £=0(mode).
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Let us show that g£=l. If gt^l then, since g is monic, degg£>0. Take

u^K＼_X~＼such that degu<n, w(ugt)=Q and (ugt)*=l. This means w(ugt―1)

>0. So w{ugtft―ft)>w{ft)=w{ug). Now since / is a key polynomial and

deggj_i<n, ugtft ―u'g―d, where degd<deg<? and w{u')=w{u). Thus w(ugtft

―ft)=w(u'g―d―ft)>w(ft)=w(u'g). But this is impossible, because g is also

a key polynomial over w and deg(d+/£)<deg^£=l.

2) =}1) By /3) and j) conditions (i) and (iii)of a key polynomial are

fulfilled. Now let d^K＼_X^ be equivalence divisibleby g. Hence there exists

q^K＼_X~＼with w{qg―d)>w{d). We must show deg<i^deg,g-. Writing q― S^J＼

1=0
with deg^i<n, let / be the greatest index t such that w{q)=v{qj{a))-＼-jj.Thus

inTgg one has the term A―{qj-＼-qj+lgt +̂ ---)ft+i.Then w(A)=w(qj)+w(fj+t)=

w(qg)=w(d). Hence if degd<degg the term A whose degree is at least degg

must appear in qg―d. So the inequality w(qg―d)>w{d)―w{qg) is impossible.

Therefore degd^degg-, as claimed.

2) =} 3) By /3)it results

t= se= 0(mode), w(g)=seT=w(hs) and ^ is monic

(remind that w{h)―ej and degh<n). Hence one has w(g/hs)=0, and

g/hs=g0/hs+glf/hs+ - +/"AJ,

wigif'/h'^O and w(gifj/hs)>0 if /E^O(mode).

If j=ie, w(giefie/hs)=w(
8ise_{*)^0. Since

w(fe/h)=O, wigte/h'-^O. So

(gie/h^^^kvisQe Corollary 1.4). Therefore

(g/h≫)*=AQ+A1r*+ ■■■+r*s, At^k9, 0<i<s.

Now we show that this is an irreducible polynomial of k$[r*~＼.Indeed, assume

that A', B', C are polynomials of k-v＼_r*~＼such that (g/hs)*C'=A'B'. Let A,

B and C be the liftings of A', B' and C, respectively(see Notation 1.7). Then

fff/ZiWC/A^^f/l/WB/A1)* Hence

^)>o

Let i=g+t―s ―u. If z^O, then w(gChi-AB)>w(hq+t)=w(AE)(see Notation

1.7). Then by condition j) it follows that, say, A is equivalence divisible by

g. Thus for a suitable polynomial D^K＼_X~＼,one has

w{rD-A)>w{A)=w{bD),

^S/^-^―A/h^O,
or {g/hs)*{D/h*-s)*=(A/h≪)*=Ar.
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Therefore, since (D//i9~s)*g£5|>*],A' is divisible by (g/hs)*. If z<0,

w(gC ―h~iAB)>w(ABh~i)=w(gC). Now because g is a key polynomial and

deg/i<n<degg, it results that, say, A is equivalence divisibleby g. Thus as

above A'=(A'/hq)* is divisibleby (g/hs)* in £,[>*]. In conclusion (g/hs)* is

irreducible in &s[r*] and since w(go)―iv(g)=w(hs), its constant terms is not zero.

3) =4 2) By 3) it results that t=se, w(g)=sex=tY, and g£= l. Hence /3)is

accomplished. The condition a) is also satisfiedbecause the constant term of

(g/hs)* is not zero.

Now we are only to show that y) is also true. For this take A, Bg/([Z]

such that AB is equivalence divisibleby g. Then there exists Dg/([I] such

that

w(gD-AB)>w(AB)=w(gD).

Let i and j be the smallest non-negative integers such that

w(A)+iy=v(Q)(a)), and w{B)Jrjy~v{a{a)),

where co,a^K[Xl, dega><n and deg<r<n. Then

＼/r ma ay a /

/Dhsfi+j＼*

Here according to Corollary 1.6, all

/ Af* ＼*/ Bf* ＼*

factors are polynomials of &≪[>*]. So

since (g/hs)* is irreducible by hypothesis, it results that it divides, say,

Hence one has the equality

/ Af* ＼*

V a) )

(g/hsr-G
＼ (!) '

According to Notation 1.7,one may write G'=(G/hp)* with G^K＼_X~＼and a

suitablenon-negativeinteger i. Then

JJ^l―-^-)>0, or w(gGQ)-Afih'+p)>w(hs+pQ))=w(gGo>)

＼hs+p a) I

Furthermore, by 3) and Proposition 4.2, g is not equivalence divisible by /.

Then by Proposition 3.1,it results that God is equivalence divisibleby f＼ i.e.

w(G(i)-fiH)>w(Ga))=w(fiH), HseKIX~＼. Hence

wigHf'-Af'h'^ywigHf1), or w(gH-Ahs+p)>w(gH).

Now let d<=K＼_X~＼be such that w(dhs+p)=§, degd<n, and that w(dhs+p-1)>Q.

Thus
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w(gHd-A(dhs+p-l-＼-l))>w(gHd), or w(gHd-A)>w(gHd)=w(A).

This means that A is equivalence divisibleby g. In conclusion g is equivalence

irreducible. The proof of Theorem 4.6 is complete.

Corollary 4.7. Let G be a monk and irreducible polynomial of &e[r*]

whose constant term is not zero. Let g be a lifting of G {see Notation 1.7).

Then g is a key polynomial over w. In particular,g is an irreducible polynomial

of K[X＼

Proof. Let s―degG. Then degg=sen=tn, and g=go+gif+ ･･･+fse, gt

(=K[_X~＼,deggi<n. The conditionthat G has a non-zero constantterm shows

that w{g)―w{go)―w{fse)=sej. Thus, since G = (g/hs)*, by condition 3) in

Theorem 4.6it resultsthat g is a key polynomial over w.

5. Valuation defined by a key polynomial

In thissectionwe show that key polynomials over an r.t. extension of v

to K(X) give new r.t.extensionsof v to K(X). In particular,we show that

key polynomials may be used to yieldminimal pairs.

Theorem 5.1. Let w be an r.t. extension of v to K(X) and let fx be a key

polynomial over w. Take Yi>Gv such that Yi>w(fi). Let Wi be the augmented

valuation over w associated with fx and Ju Then wx is an r. t. extension of v to

K(X). Moreover there exists a root ax of /x and 5X^GV such that (a,i,di) is a

minimal pair of w, with rested to K and iv, well dominates w.

Proof. As usual we keep the notations stated in Notation 1.3. Let (a, 8)

be a minimal pair of definition of w. Then two cases are possible deg/r― n =

deg/ or deg/i>n(see Proposition 4.1). We shall consider each case separately.

A) First assume that deg/^n. Then according to condition 3)in Theorem

4.4, there exists a root ax of fx such that (au 8) is also a minimal pair of

definition of w. Hence we may assume that fi=f and ax=a. Since (a, 8) is a

minimal pair of definition of w, one has

w(f)=r='mt(v(At)+id), where /= S A^X-aY, A^K
i=l

and <5= sup

lsisn

r-v(Ai)
i

Now let us define
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<5i= sup
lSisra

Ti-v(Ai)

Since by hypothesis Ti>T, it results that <5i><5. Therefore (a, <5i) is also a

minimal pair because (a, 8) is a minimal pair with respect to K. Let w' be the

restriciton of ivCa,d^ to K{X). Then by Theorem 1.2, for Fei([I]

u;/(F)=inf(i;(Ff(a))+ir1)=inf(u'(Fi)+/ri),

where F=F0+.Fi/+ ･■･J~Fsfs,degFi<n, O^i^s. Hence w1=w' by definition

of an augmented valuation. Therefore wx well dominates it;because wCa,8><

wta.5^ by [4, Proposition 2.1].

B) Next assume that deg/i = ni>n. Then by assertion 3) in Theorem 4.6,

there exists a positive integer s such that w(f1/hs)=0 and that (fi/hs)* is an

irreducible polynomial of &s[r*]. Then, according to [3, Prosition 1.1] there

exists an element a^K such that f1(ai)h＼ai)=0 and that (a, 8) is a pair of

definition of uv,3)> or equivalently y(fli―a)^<5. Now since degh<n and (a, 5)

is a minimal pair with respect to K, one has necessarily fi(a1)=0. Writing

fi^^A'iiX-aJ1, A'^K, define

<5i= sup
i

In what follows we shall show that wy is an r.t. extension of v to K(X)

and that {ax, <50 is a minimal pair of definition of Wi with d<di, or Wi well

dominates w. We shall divide the proof in several steps.

Bl) At this point we introduce an useful notation. Let us denote by P

the subring of K＼_X~＼whose elements are fractions p=F/G such that w(p)^0,

and that every irreducible factor of G has the degree smaller than n. Accord-

ing to Corollaries 1.4 and 1.6 it results that for every p<=P the mapping pw^>p*

gives a surjective ring homomorphism p : P―≫&s[r*].

If p<=OWl, let us denote by £** the image of p into the residue field kWl.

According to MacLane's Theorem (see Theorem 3.2), one has w<w1. So if

j&gP, then p^OWl. Hence the mapping pw->p** gives a ring homomorphism

iOi:
P-^kWl. Finally, it is easy to see that the mapping p*w^>p** gives a kv-

algebras homomorphism <p:ife{[r*]^feWl, which makes the following diagram

commutative

P

(2)

7 ＼'
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B2) Since Yi>u{fi) and w(h)=w1(h) we note that the kernel of <pis gene-

rated by (/i//zs)*. This implies that for every z e&6[>*], <p(z)is algebraic

over kv.

B3) Let 0i be the smallest positive integer such that eji^Gw. We claim

that there exists a polynomial /ziG/C[A'] such that deg/zx<deg/x = nx and that

iv(h1)=w1(h1)=ej1.

According to Theorem 1.2, since Gw ―GdJrZT and gj'eGj, one has <?i7i=

wigf1) for suitable g and z with deg^<n, 0^i<e. Then, if gfiz=qfi + hu

deg/zx<nx, we have w{gfi)=e1j1=iv(h1). Indeed, assume that ejx>w(h^. Then

wiqfx+ h^ywihi). But thisis impossible, because /x is a key polynomial over

w and deg/zx<ftx. Further, if elJ1<w{hl)t＼＼Qnw{gfi―qf1)>w{gfi)=elTl. Since

/i is a key polynomial over w, it results that one of the polynomials g or / is

equivalence divisibleby /x. But this is also impossible since degn<ni. Hence

w{gft)=e1Ti=w{h1).

B4) Now we shall prove that, if we putr1=fi1/h1 with hx as above (see

B3)), w1(r1)=0 and r^*<^kWl is transcendental over kv. Moreover, rx is the

element of K{X) of the smallest degree with these properties.

For the sake of simplicity,in the rest of this proof we shall express rf*

by y. Assume that y<=kWl is algebraic over kv. Then there exists b0,■■･,

bt-i^K such that v(bi)'^0,(Kz<X and that

&*+-･ +bUyt-1+yt=0.

Let us consider the polynomial G = bohi+b1hi~1ft1^ r-&t-i/ii/i*~1)ei+/iei.Then

Wl(G)>w(hi)=t1e1.

On the other hand, since degh1<rii, &Qgbih＼~ifeill<.teln1.So, in the fx-

expansion of G, the term flei must appear. But, then, according to the defini-

tion of wu one has WiiG)^^^ This is a contradiction. Therefore y is trans-

cendental over kv.

Furthermore, suppose p ―F/H(EK(X) satisfies w1(p)-―0 and deg^=[i"C(Z):

/v(/?)]=max(degF, deg//)<degrr―e1n1. Let

F=F<>+FJ1+:.+Fmtf, and H=H,+HJX+-+HJ＼

be the /x-expansions of F and // respectively. Since Wi(p)-―0,one has

u;1(F)=inf(u;(Fi)+/ri)=M'i(^)=mf(^(^)+yri).
i j

Now since deg/)<einx, it follows that m<eu q<eu So there exists only

one index, say i, such that

w,(F)=w(Fi)+ir, =w,(H)=w(Hi)+iri.
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But then p**=(^f
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ecause

p
FJFJX+ - +1+ -

H0/H1fl+ - +1+ - '

To end the proof of B4) It is enough to show that p** is algebraic over kv.

Indeed, since degFi<nu deg Ci<nu wi(Fi)=w{Fi)=wi{Hi)=w(Hi). Let d be a

positive integer such that dw{Fi)=v{c) for a suitable cg/(. Then we have

(see (2)):

P*d={-^)*d={(Ff/c)/{m/c))*={F?/c)*/{m/c)*.

<p(p*d)=<p((Ff/cr)/<p((Hf/c)*)=p**d.

Hence p** is also algebraic over kv(see Bl)).

B5) Finally we shall prove that the pair (au di) defined above (see B)) is

a minimal pair of definition of Wi (with respect to K). For this we show that

＼_K{b):K~＼~^nx>whenever (b, <5i)is a pair of definition of wl with respect to K.

We shall prove that degg^n: if g is the minimal polynomial of b over K.

Indeed, let us assume that degg<Wi. According to the definition of an

augmented valuation, one has wi{g)―w{g). Take a suitable positive integer t

such that tw(g)=v(c), c^K. Then w(gt/c)=Wi(gt/c)=0, and by diagram (2) one

has 0^(gc/c)**=<p((gt/c)*). Hence (gVc)** is algebraic over kv. But this con-

tradicts the assumption that (b, dj is a pair of definition of Wi (see [1]).

Furthermore, since {fV-/h{f* is transcendental over kv, according to [3,

Proposition 1.1] it follows that there exists a root a[ of f1h1=0 such that

(a[, di) is a pair of definition of Wi. Since deg/ii<Mi=deg/! it follows that a[

is necessarily a root of /i and that (a[, dx) is a minimal pair of definitionof vox.

And we have the inequality <5<<5ibecause w(/i)<7'i(see B)). The proof of

Theorem 5.1 is complete.

Remark 5.2. Let wl!w2 be two r.t. extensions of v to K(X) such that

Wi<w2. In general, we do not know if w2 well dominates wu However, accord-

ing to Theorem 5.1, if iu2 is an augmented valuation over w1} then w2 well

domintes wx. Now we shall give an example which shows that the "well

domination" is not a special property of an augmented valuation, i.e. it is pos-

sible that w2 well dominates wy even if w2 is not an augmented valuation over wy.

Let K be the field of 3-adic numbers and v the 3-adic valuation on K. Let

02―^3. The minimal polynomial of a2 is f2=X3 ―3. Let a be a primitive

cube-root of 1. Then, a2, coa2, afa, are all roots of f9. One has sup(?"(g2―a)a9),
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v(a2―<w2a2))= 4/3. Hence according to [3, Proposition 3.2, b)], (a2, 2) is a

minimal pair. Let w2 be the restrictionof w(a2,2) to if(X) and w1 the restric-

tion of 1^(0,0)to K(X). It is easy to see that w2 well domintes wu However,

w2 is not an augmented valuation over Wi. Indeed, if w2 would be an augmented

valuation over wu then for every polynomial g of deg,g-<3 we have Wi{g)=wz(g).

But it is easy to see that w1(X2-3)<w2(X2-3).

On the other hand, Theorem 5.5 gives a characterization of r.t. valuations

which are augmented valuations over another r.t. extensions of v to K{X).

First we prove the following:

Lemma 5.3. Let wi} w2 be r.t. extensions of v to K(X) such that w1<w2

Let g^K＼_X~＼be a monic polynomial of the smallest degree such that Wi(g)<w2(.g)

Then g is a key polynoynial over wu

Proof. Let {ai} di) be a minimal pair of definition of Wi and let ft be the

monic minimal polynomial of aifi=l, 2. According to Corollary 2.2 b)it follows

that, if h^K＼_X~＼is of &Qgh<<tegf1,w1(h)=v{h(al))=v(h{a2))=-wi(h). Hence

degg^deg/i. Let t be a positive integer such that Wiig^^―vic), c^K. Then

w1(cgt)=Q, and (cg£)*is a non-zero element of kv＼_r*~＼.The hypothesis wx{g)<

w2(g) yields <p((cgl)*)=0. But then, according to Proposition 2.1 a), it results

that (eg1)* is transcendental over kv. Therefore, according to [3, Proposition

1.1] there exists a root b of g such that (b, dx) is a pair of definition of wx.

Now we consider the cases degg=deg/i and degg>deg/i separately.

Suppose degg=deg/i. Then (b, d) is also a minimal pair of definitionfor

Wi. Hence according to Corollary 4.3, g is a key polynomial over Wu

Now let us assume that deg^>deg/! and

g=A0+A1f1+-+Atfl, deg/lKdeg/, 0^i£t.

To show that g is a key polynomial over wx we shall prove that g satisfiesthe

condition 3) in Theorem 4.6.

a) First we claim that w1(g)=w1(A0). Since iv1(g)^w1(A0) we show that

Wi(g)<Wi(A0) implies a contradiction. Indeed, assume that ^1(^2X^1(^0). Let

g=A0+f1q,degq<degg be the /i-expansion of g. Then w1(g―f1g)=w1(A0)>

Wx(g). Hence Wi(g)=w1(f1q)<Wi(A0). Since deg^<degg then, by hypothesis on

g, one has

Wi(fiq)=Wi(fi.q)=w1(g)<w2(g).

Thus iv1(g)~w1(f1q)=w2(f1q)=iv2(g―f1q)=w2(A0)=w1(A0). So we get a desired

contradiction.
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b) Next we show that t= sei and w1(g)=seji. Note that by a) it follows

that w1(g)=w1(A0)=v(A0(a1))(EGv, where v is the restrictionof v to K(a0. Now

we remark that w1(g)=Wi(A1fi). Indeed, if w^gXw^Atfi), then w1(B)=w1(g),

where B=g―Atf＼. Hence u;1(/l£/0>^i(-S). Further, since deg.6<deg,g", one

has w1(B)=w2(B). And Wi.(Atf[)=w2(Atf[). On the other hand, since w2(g)>

Wl(g)=w1(B)―w2(B), one has w1(Atf[)=w2(g―B)=w2(B)=w1(B) a contradiction.

Therefore w1(g)=w1(Atf[). Since Wi(g)(EGv, it follows that ^(/OeGj, or t= seu

Now we shall prove that At = l, or At is of degree 0. Since w^gGj,

there exists h^.K＼_X~＼,deg/i<deg/i such that wl{g)―wl{h)=v{h{al)). Hence

0^(^//z)*e^ii[r:f]. We show that (g/h)* is in fact an irreducible polynomial

of kv[r＼]. Note that by hypothesis <p((g/h)*)=0. Hence to prove that (g/h)*

is irreducible it is enough to show that (g/h)* is the kernel of (p.

Let ffl£ij[r*] be the monic generator of the kernel of <p,i.e.

m=uo-Jru1r*+ ■■■+up_1r*p~1Jrr*p.

Since ^(gjeGji, Wi(Aif＼)>w1(g)=w1(h), for every z^0(mode1). Thus

(g/h)*=(Aa/h)*+(AMh)*(ft/h1)*+ ■■■+(Ath＼/h)*(/fV/ii)*'

u'0+ u[r*+--- +u'sr*s
Ui-v~h~^) G^5, O^Z^S

Now since m is the kernel of <p,it follows that p<s. Let M=mo+m1filJr ■■■

+/^ei be a liftingof m in K＼_X~＼.Since (p(m)=0, it follows that u;i(M)<i6i2(M).

Thus degM^degg, or pex deg/i^s^! deg/i+deg^4£. This inequality together

with the inequality p^s implies that s=p and As = l. Therefore it results that

u>i{g)=w1(fi)=se1Ti as claimed.

c) Finally we shallprove that (g/hl)* is an irreduciblepolynomial of ^[rf],

with non-zero constant term. Indeed, by a) and b) one has w1(g)=w1(A0)=serf!

=Wi(hl). On the other hand, since u/i(o-)eGs, w1(^4i/i)>u'i(g)if i^Oimode^.

Hence

(g/hir=(A0/hl)*+(Aei/hs1-1rr*+ ■■■+rf, (A0/hl)**0.

In the same way as for (g/h)*, we see that (g//zf)*eKer<£. So (g/hl)* is

divisibleby m. But, since we have already proved that s=p, it follows that

(g/hl)* is also an irreducible polynomial of kv[r*~＼whose constant term (A0/h{)*

is not-zero.

Remark 5.4. A) Note that the diagram (1) can be derived only by the

hypothesis that w2 is an extension (but not necessarily an r. t. extension) of v

to K(X) which dominates wx. So it is easy to see that Lemma 5.3 is true
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without the hypothesis that w2 is an r. t. extension of v.

B) By the proof of Lemma 5.3 it follows that (g/h{)* is the kernel of <p.

Theorem 5.5. Let ivltw2 be r.t. extensions of v to K{X) such that Wi<w2.

Let {at, di) be a minimal pair of definition of Wi and let ft be the monic minimal

polynomial of aiiwith respect to K), i=＼,2. The following assertionsare equiva-

lent:

1) f2 is a key polynomial over wx.

2) /2 is the polynomial in K＼_X~＼of the smallest degree such that i^i(/2)<

Wo(fo).

In this case w2 is an augmented valuation over wx and w2 well dominates wu

Proof. 1)=}2) First, let us assume that deg/x=deg/2. Then, according

to Theorem 4.4 3),there exists a root b of f2 such that (b, dx) is also a minimal

pair of definition of wx. Hence we may assume that /i=/2 and that b=au

The inequality w1(f2)<w2(f2) follows by Corollary 2.2.

Next, let us assume that fti=deg/i<?22=deg/2. According to Theorem 4.6

3), there exists a suitable positive integer s such that (/2//zf)*=JOi(/2//zi)is an

irreducible polynomial of ^[rf] (see Notation 1.3). And by diagram (1) and

Corollary 2.2 a), it follows that ^((/2//z?)*)=0. Hence (/2/M)* is an irreducible

polynomial which generates Ker<p.

Futhermore, let g^K＼_X~] be of the smallest degree such that Wx(g)<wz(g).

By Lemma 5.3, g is a key polynomial over wx. And, by Theorem 4.6 3) and

Corollary 2.2, we may assume degg>nx. By Theorem 4.6 3), it results that

for a suitable t,(g/h[)* is an irreducible polynomial and that (g/hl)+<BKer<p.

So deg(g/ h{)―deg(f x/h{). This means that deg,g-=deg/2.

The implication 2) =4 2) is a special case of Lemma 5.3.

Finally, it is clear that iv2 is the augmented valuation over wx associated

with f9.and To=Wo,(fo). So by Theorem 5.1, Wo. well dominates wu

6. Some applications

In this section we use the above results on key polynomials and augmented

valuations over an r. t. extension to give a new proof of a result [3, Theorem

4.4]. We begin by a completion of Theorem 5.1.

Let w be an r. t. extension of v to K{X). Let {a, 8) be a minimal pair of

w with respect to K. As usual we shall use Notation 1.3. If g is a key poly-

nomial over w such that deggydegf, then according to Theorem 4.6 3), there
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exists a positive integer s such that {g/hs)* is an irreducible polynomial of

&≫[/*]. The polynomial (g/hs)* will be called the residue of the key polynomial g.

Lemma 6.1. Let w be an r.t. extension of v to K{X) and let wt be the aug-

mented valuation over w associated with a key polynomial g over w and YiGGv

with Ji>w{g). Then

a) kWl is cannonically isomorphic to kw if deg,g"=deg/.

// degg>deg/, then

b) kWl = (kvLr*^＼/(,g/hs)*)(t),t transcendental over k%, and

c) GWl=Gw+Zy1.

Proof, a) According to Theorem 4.4 3), there exists a root b of g such

that (b, d) is a minimal pair of definition of w. Thus according to Theorem 1.2

d), the residue field kw is cannonically isomorphic to kv>(t),where v' is the

restriction of v to K(b) and t is transcendental over kv>. Now according to

the step A in Theorem 5.1, the augmented valuation wx has a minimal pair

(b, di), where 8<8U Also according to Theorem 1.2 d), it follows that kWl =

kV'(u), where u is a variable, i.e" kw = kWx as claimed.

b) Let us consider the diagram (1). Since g is the polynomial of the

smallest degree such that w{g)<wl{g), according to the proof of Lemma 5.3

(see Remark 5.4 B)) it results that (g/hs)*(the residue of the key polynomial g)

is the kernel of <p. Since according to Theorem 1.2 d), kWl is isomorphic to

the fieldof the rational function of one variable over the algebraic closure of

kv in kWl, we are only to prove that the image of <pin kWl coincides with the

algebraic closure of kv in kWl. Indeed, according to Theorem 5.1, wx has a

minimal pair of definition(au di) where ax is a root of g. Hence if y(EkWl is

algebraic over kv then, according to Theorem 1.2 d), there exists Feif[X]

[, such that degF<degg, w1(F)=y(F(a1))=0, and that F** is just y. Now since

[_ degF<degg, iv(F)=w1(F)=0 and <p(F*)=F**=y, where F* is the residue of

F in kw. To complete the proof, it sufficesto remark that the image of <pis

included in the algebraic closure of kv in kWl because the kernel of ip is not

trivial.

The part c) results from the definition of an augmented valuation.

Lemma 6.2. Let w be an r.t. extension of v to K(X). Assume that there

exists a subgroup G of Gv such that GW<G and that the quotient group G/Gw

is cyclic. Then there exists a key polynomial g over w and ^gGj, withj^wig)

such that, GWl = G and kWl is kv-isomorphic to kw, where W＼ is the augumented

valuation over w defined by g and rx.
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Paoop. As usual we shall use Notation 1.3. Let {a, d) be a minimal pair

of definition of w. Two cases are possible: e―1 or e>l.

If e=l, then Gw ―G^. Take J^G such that y{yj―w{f) and the coset U

of Ti modulo Gw generates G/Gw. Let wx be the augmented valuation over w

defined by / and yx. Then by Theorem 1.2 and Lemma 6.1 a), GWl=G^+Zji =

Gw-＼-Zyx―G and kWl = k%(t) is ^^-isomorphic to kw = kv{r*).

Now assume that e>l. Let g―fe+u, taking ae/([I] such that degu<

deg/ and that w(u)―v(u(a))=w(fe)=ey. Then by Theorem 4.6 3), g is a key

polynomial over w end (,g-//z)*=r*+;y with O^y^k^. Take ^i^G such that

Yi>w(g) and that the coset ft or ^x modulo Gro generates G/Gw. Let u>x be

the augmented valuation over w associated with g and y^ Then since, (g/h)*

is of degree 1, according to Lemma 6.1 b) and c) it follows that kWl = k%{t) is

&trisamorphic to kw and that Gw =G.

Lemma 6.3. Let w be an r.t. extension of v to K(X) and let kw ―k'{t)where

k' is a finiteextension of kv and t is transcendental over kv. Let k/k' be a finite

simple extension,i.e. k = k'(a). Then there exists a key polynomial g over w and

Ji^Gv with Ti>w(g) such that,if wx is the augmented valuation over w associated

with g and Ji,

kw2*k(t) and Gw―Gw.

Proop. Using Notation 1.3, we may assume that k'―k% and that k = k^(a).

Let Ge&5[r*] be the monic minimal polynomial of a. We may assume that

k^=kv, or G is of degree greater than 1. Let g be a lifting of G in K＼_X~＼.

According to Corollary 4.7, we know that g is a key polynomial over w.

Take y^Gw such that Ti>w(g) and let Wi be the augmented valuation over

w associated with g and yt. The proof of Lemma 6.3 follows from Lemma 6.1

t b) and c).

Theorem 6.4. Let (K, v) be a valuation pair, k a finiteextension fieldof kv

and G an ordered group such that G/Gv is a finite group. Then there existsan

r.t. extension w of v to K(X) such that GW = G and kw = k{t), t transcendental

m)OY b

Proop. Since G/Gv is finitewe may assume that G^GQGv, and that

there exists a chain of subgroups Gv=GociG1c:-~(ZGm=G such that Gi+1/Gi

is a non-trivial cyclic group, z=0, ･･･, m ―1.

Let w0 be the r. t. extenion of v to K(X) defined by the minimal pair(0, 0).

Then kWn=kv(X*){dis usual X* is the image of X in the residue field),and
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GW(j=Gv. By repeated application of Lemma 6.2 we can define, starting from

w0, an r. t. extension w' of v to K{X) such that GW-=G and kw> = kv(t'),where

V is transcendental over kv.

Furthermore, since k/kv is a finite extension, we can define a tower of

fields kv=kod.k1(Z ■･■dkn = k such that ki+1/ki is a simple extension for all i,

Q^i<n. By repeated application of Lemma 6.3, we can define, starting from

w', an r. t. extension w of v to K{X) such that GW = GW>=G, and kw = k(t),

where t is transcendental over k. The proof of Theorem 6.4 is complete.

The authors express their gratitude to the referee who has made numerous

stylisticand mathematical observations on this work.
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